StatCom is currently recruiting for a Hospital Operations Product Manager. The job description and more information about the company can be found below. If you are interested, please contact Gary Shaar at gshaar@statcom.com.

Hospital Operations Product Manager
Alpharetta, GA Headquarters

Reports to VP, Product Management

OVERVIEW:

StatCom is one of Atlanta's fastest growing companies and is a division of Jackson Healthcare, one of the best places to work in Georgia. StatCom is searching for a motivated and skilled Hospital Operations Product Manager to join our team on a full-time basis. This role will be responsible for the product management of both software and associated service offerings.

If you are already working in a hospital and are familiar with hospital operations and operational efficiency and are interested in being the product owner of the software product that addresses the needs of this market, then this is a role you should consider. This is a tremendous opportunity to play a key role in transforming the efficiency and productivity of the Healthcare business sector.

StatCom is establishing the Hospital Operating System™ solution market. As a result of the unique needs of both the start up environment and the revolutionary nature of the product offering, the Software Product Manager will need experience with Agile development, SCRUM, software/process innovation and early market productization. The solution offering of StatCom enables hospitals to manage patient throughput and logistics hospital-wide, providing for the best patient experience while maximizing hospital resource utilization. As a Hospital Operations Product Manager, you will travel to hospital client sites and industry trade shows to understand and gather the challenges and issues with hospital patient flow and efficiency and translate those into software product requirements. For consideration, please send resume to gshaar@statcom.com.

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE:
• Assessment of technology and process offerings applicable to the product strategy.
• Comprehensive analysis of competitive and market forces.
• Analysis of product/solution opportunities and design concepts in detail by gathering requirements from clients, prospects, sales staff, competitors and other industry sources.
• Understanding how current IT systems are used in client's environments, the limitations of these systems, the potential to exploit these limitations and how StatCom's products will coexist with or replace these systems.
• Gaining a deep understanding of products and approaches that compete with StatCom.
• Being an expert with respect to the Hospital environment as it relates to HIS/HIT.
• Developing user personas and use case scenarios
• Storyboarding and outlining solution concepts with prioritized feature and user stories.
• Being the "product/solution owner" role for a particular solution/product offering.
• Presenting product strategies, roadmaps, priorities and other solution opportunities to Executive management for review and approval.
• Assuming the product owner role in daily scrum activities.
• Running beta and pilot programs with early-stage products/solution

REQUIRED SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE:
• Bachelor’s Degree in a related field or equivalent work experience is required.
• Must have 3 – 5 years of hospital IT (HIS) experience and demonstrated understanding of hospital operations management (i.e. Imaging, ER, OR, Lab, RT, PT or Administration).
• Must be able to travel 50% of the time.
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills are required.
• Technical background or knowledge is required.
• Excellent teamwork skills are required.
• Proven ability to influence cross-functional teams without formal authority is required.

PREFERRED SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE:
• Experience with a well known product management methodology
• Experience with hospital software products

ABOUT STATCOM: StatCom provides Hospital operations software to hospitals enabling them to solve patient throughput and capacity management challenges by executing dynamically prioritized actions spanning the entire hospital. This enables ALL patients to collectively flow at their best possible rate with regard to quality, service, safety, and resource consumption. As a result, financial performance is maximized while greatly enhancing the patient experience. A number of leading and innovative hospitals in the U.S. are using StatCom to address their patient flow challenges. StatCom is a subsidiary of Jackson Healthcare, a group of companies focused on providing the healthcare industry with innovative people resources and IT solutions.

StatCom is an equal opportunity employer. Our company is committed to equal employment opportunities to all qualified individuals regardless of their race, religion, color, national origin, sex, age, disability, veteran status or other legally protected status.